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Why DDP?

Learn Two Things

ENGINEERING

BUSINESS

INTEREST & PASSION

BUSINESS RUNS THINGS

COMPLEMENTARY SKILLSETS
DDP Structure
Two Separate Degrees, Certificates & CAPs

ENGINEERING

Engin Core Mods (24)

Common Mods (11)

BUSINESS

Bizad Core Mods (15)

Normal Workload per Sem: 5-6 over 4.5 years
DDP Structure
How Exchange Fits In

PLAN & CHOOSE SCHOOL CAREFULLY
CAN MAP BOTH FACULTY’S MODS
HAVE FUN!

UCI
Business Modules

Interesting Modules

ACC1002
Fundamental accounting knowledge that is essential in managing businesses.

FIN2004
How to value businesses and projects.

DSC2008
Analysis and evaluation using data

MNO2009
Allows you to work on a 'start-up' project and to find like-minded people

FIN3103
How financial markets work and what are the key issues in recent years
Business Modules
What I have Learnt From My Experience

Useful Skills
Practical knowledge and skills for your jobs.

Network
Unconventional schedule allows you to meet a wide range of people.

Comfort Zone
Forced me out of my comfort zone.

Perspectives
Friends and classmates with different perspectives, goals and opinions.
Life After University
Impact on life and job search

- **Range of Jobs**
  Increased range of fields that you can choose from

- **Perspectives**
  Allows you to differentiate yourself. Also, different ways of thinking

- **Finding Your Interest**
  Helps you know more about what you enjoy doing

- **opportunities**
  Through network and opportunities provided

- **Friends**
  Different groups of friends
$0.02 Worth
Personal advice and comments

PLAN AHEAD
Important to plan your schedule as far as possible (at least 1 year in advance)

TIME MANAGEMENT
Make sure you can cope

KEEP AN OPEN MIND
Nature of modules is quite different and may need some time to get used to. Learn new perspectives

NETWORK
Whether its your classmates, professors or industry guests

PRIORITIES
Understand what you like/want and prioritize